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Abstract. In this paper we describe a data network traverse algorithm. It traverses 

based on ternary tree and has Depth First Search (DFS) feature. The data network 

modeling employs three types of components: Line, Node and Intersection. Each type 

has typical data structure to connect other type. This algorithm is self-adaptable for 

random data network and could achieve dynamic analysis with high speed and 

accuracy. It could be widely used in modeling, analysis and inspection of industrial 

pipeline such as circuit, water path and gas path.  

Introduction 

The industrial pipeline modeling is one of the most important phases in engineering 

design field. An effective method for computer aided modeling and analysis could 

improve the safety and robustness of the work. In this paper we describe an algorithm 

which could complete the random data network analysis based on ternary tree [1, 2] on 

VB6.0 platform. The algorithm could inspect the attribute of each Line, Node and 

Intersection. This process could achieve dynamically to acquire the data in detail. 

The Data Network Modeling 

Three different types of components are employed in the modeling: Line, Node and 

Intersection. Each type has been signed in figure 1. In initial figure Node is invisible 

and the diamond shapes are used to enhance the understanding. The description of each 

type is in following: 

Line is the path of data network, it describes the data transmit. 

Node connects two Line in network, it describes the data transmit by pairing array to 

construct the traverse direction. 

Intersection is the node crossing by 1 to 4 Lines (and more) in the data network, it is 

in counter clockwise order and describes the data transmit by two dimensional array. 

The Intersection could be divided into 3 types: Variable Intersection, Immutable 

Intersection and Input/Output Intersection. 

Variable Intersection is a node which could be controlled by data network system. 

Immutable Intersection could not be controlled. Input/Output Intersection is a node 

crossing by only one Line and used for the Input/Output traverse judgment. 
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The data network modeling example is in figure 1: 

 

Figure 1. The data network modeling 

After modeling, the connection of each component should be built by database or net 

list. Then the traverse and analysis could be executed based on the connections. 

The data structure for Line is not mandatory. The essential information of Line could 

be stored in the pairing array of Node. The corresponding data structure and 

mathematical method could also be employed if necessary. 

The data structure for Node is pairing array. This array stores the paired Lines of 

each Node and describes the connection and traverse direction for each Line. Its data 

structure is in table 1: 

Table 1.  The Data Structure for Node 

Dimension 1: Node 

Number 
Dimension 2: Node Line 

0,1,2,…N 
Line1 

Line2 

The data structure for Intersection is two-dimensional array. In this algorithm the 

Intersection array includes 9 members. It describes the status of the corresponding 

Intersections and Lines. New member could be added to fulfill more requirements. The 

data structure for Intersection is in table 2: 

Table 2.  The Data Structure for Intersection 

Dimension 1: Intersection 

Number 

Dimension 2: Intersection 

element 

0,1,2,…N 

Intersection status flag 

Line1 

Line1 attribute 

Line2 

Line2 attribute 

Line3 

Line3 attribute 

Line4 

Line4 attribute 

In the Intersection array, the record position for each Line is not mandatory. We only 

need to pay attention that the Line connection should be built in counter clockwise 

order. 
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The Function of Data Network Traverse 

This section introduces three types of functions in data network traverse. 

The Trigger Function of Traverse 

The primary work is to determine the Input/Output Intersection in data network 

modeling. Theoretically the network could be built with one or more Input Intersections 

and any number of Output Intersections. The trigger function is necessary. It is the 

starting point for attribute transmits. 

The traverse begins with the execution of pairing array including the Input 

Intersection Line. The trigger could be achieved by control button. 

The code section of trigger function is in figure 2: 

 

Figure 2. The code section of trigger function 

The Pairing Function of Node 

The Node traverse is based on pairing function. This function could search all Lines in 

pairing array and acquire the corresponding Node. Then it could find the corresponding 

Output Line and complete the attribute transmit. 

The code of pairing function is in figure 3: 

 

Figure 3. The code of pairing function 
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The Traverse Function of Intersection 

The traverse of Intersection alternately works with pairing function in order to keep 

strict direction. It executes by iteration based on ternary tree. The function body 

employed recursive invocation to realize the code reuse. The stack array is used to store 

the traversed Lines. The termination condition of iteration is also conducted. 

The code section of Intersection function is in figure 4: 

 

Figure 4. The code section of Intersection function 

The Realization of Traverse Algorithm 

This algorithm has the feature of Depth First Search (DFS) [3]. For example, the 

ternary tree has three leafs: a1, a2 and a3. The parameter Layer describes the index of 

the stack array. ε describes the iteration operation of the first leaf. ε′  describes the 

operation of the other leafs, the operation includes the transmit, judgment and storage. 

The iteration of each layer could be represented by equation (1): 

Dn =  a1
n     a2

n     a3
n ×  

ε
ε′

ε′
                                                                                                     (1) 

It is assumed that the expectation of iteration layer is N, the iteration of one leaf could 

be represented by equation (2): 

DN = a1  ε(layer )N
layer =0 +  ε′  layer  N

layer =0  a2
 layer  

+ a3
(layer )

                          (2) 

It is assumed that the total of ternary tree leafs is L. The iteration beginning from 

each leaf could be presented by DN (S) S=0, 1, 2…L, so the traverse of whole data 

network could be represented by equation (3): 

ξN
L =  DN (S)L

S=0                                                                                                         (3) 

The meaning of ε and ε′  could be determined as we need, it is available during the 

whole traverse. In the realization, several principles should be followed: 

(1) Fundamental principle: counter clockwise order 

(2) Determine the initial status of each Line, Node and Intersection. 

(3) A complete positive traverse should be executed if the Input Intersection is 

triggered. 
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(4) With the change of Intersection status, a negative traverse and a positive traverse 

should be executed in order. 

(5) The negative traverse should begin with the initial status of Output Intersection. 

(6) Various mathematical methods could be employed in attribute transmit 

according to the requirements of inspection and modeling. 

The Result of Simulation 

This simulation is conducted on PC: Intel Dual-Core E5500 CPU, 2M memory. The OS 

is Win7 and the Language is Visual Basic 6.0. 

Experiment 1: Traverse the whole data network in figure 1 and measure the cost of 

execution time.  All the Intersections are on “OPEN” status, the first Intersection in first 

line is Input Intersection and its initial attribute is 1.0. Considering this paper will 

display in binary image, the width of Line could change into wider (BorderWidth = 8) if 

the Input attribute transmit completes without any error. The result is in figure 5: 

 

Figure 5. The simulation result of Experiment 1 

In figure 5 it is proved that the data network traverse could successfully achieve 

based on ternary tree iteration. It costs 936 ms time. Each Line, Node and Intersection 

works correctly. 

Experiment 2: Change the status of the third Intersection in first line in figure 1 

from “OPEN” to “CLOSE”. Traverse the whole data network again and measure the 

cost of execution time. The Input Intersection is the same as Experiment 1. The result is 

in figure 6: 

 

Figure 6. The simulation result of Experiment 2 

In figure 6 it is proved that the traverse with changed initial status could also achieve 

successfully. It costs 1139 ms time. The status of each Line, Node and Intersection 

behind the changed Intersection will not change with traverse. It shows the correct 

result as we need. 
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Conclusion 

This paper describes an adaptive algorithm for data network traverse based on node 

analysis. This traverse algorithm is based on ternary tree and has DFS feature. The data 

network modeling includes three types of components: Line, Node and Intersection. 

We built the data structure for each type and made verification through two 

experiments. The simulation proves that the algorithm is adaptive; it could achieve the 

intelligent traverse and dynamic analysis for random data network with high speed and 

accuracy. 

Additionally, as a computer aided modeling method, this algorithm could optionally 

inject new type of component and data structure. We could design more Intersection 

status and data transfer mechanism to fulfill more requirements. More professional 

application could also be proposed by combining with existing algorithms [4, 5]. 
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